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Reading Hong Kong Literature from the Periphery of Modern
Chinese Literature: Liu Yichang Studies as an Example
從現代中國文學的邊緣看香港文學研究︰以劉以鬯研究為例

Amanda HSU Yuk-kwan
許旭筠
The Centre for Humanities Research, Lingnan University
嶺南大學人文學科研究中心

Liu Yichang began his writing career during
his teenage years in Shanghai with semi-colonial
urban fiction and psychological historical fiction,
drifting away from the rural realist mainstream.
During the War of Resistance, Liu retreated to
Chongqing where he served as a newspaper editor.
Upon his return to Shanghai after the war, he founded
Hauizhen Publishing House 懷正文化社 in 1946,
publishing works by his senior contemporaries such
as Dai Wangshu 戴望舒, Shi Zhecun 施蟄存, Xu
Xu 徐訏, Yao Xueyin 姚雪垠 and Li Huiying 李
輝英. Faced with the socio-political changes and
financial turmoil of the time, Liu migrated south to
Hong Kong in 1948 in the hope of continuing his
literary career, thereby bringing to Hong Kong the
spark of modern Chinese literature that was struck
Liu Yichang and Hong Kong Modernism
by the New Culture Movement but grew dim on the
published by the Open University Press of
two straits since 1949. As a prolific creative writer
Hong Kong, 2010;
and editor of newspaper supplements and journals,
ISBN: 978-962-7707-72-1.
who points the way for indigenous Hong Kong
writers, Liu is always considered the forerunner of Hong Kong literature.

The works of modern Chinese writers published by Hauizhen Publishing House (left), and Liu’s manuscript of
his recollection of Hauizhen’s history (right).

As a pioneer of modern Chinese literature, Liu, in his edited newspaper supplement
Xianggang shibao．Qianshui wan 香港時報．淺水灣 (Hong Kong Times．Repulse Bay,
1960-62) and in his much acclaimed fiction Jiu Tu 酒徒 (The Drunkard) serialized in Singtao
wanbao 星島晚報 (Singtao Evening Post) in 1962-63, introduced to the Chinese readership
Western stream-of-consciousness, much earlier than Wang Meng 王蒙 did in the post-Cultural
Revolution reform era. Liu’s modernist experiment and foresight, however, appeared invisible
to the masses who were blinded by the political fanaticism unleashed by the Maoists, and at
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the same time were neglected in the capitalist and colonial Hong Kong. As a literary critic and
historian, Liu has penned numerous recollections, literary criticisms and evidential investigations
of modern Chinese writers like Duanmu Hongliang 端木蕻良, Xiao Hung 蕭紅, Mu Shiying 穆
時英, Tai Jingnong 台靜農, Shen Congwen 沈從文 and Shi Zhecun. This contributes new ways
of rereading the genealogy of modern Chinese literature at the critical juncture of the 40s and 50s,
which is often taken for granted as the rift between “modern” and “contemporary”. The fact that
Liu directs the course of modern Chinese literature to Hong Kong at the turn of the 40s and 50s
fills the gap in the thwarted literary development of Mainland China from 1949 to the late 1970s.
In the early 1980s, when China’s reform and opening was still new to the post-Cold War world,
this man of foresight edited the “New Chinese Literature Series”, publishing the collected works
of individual Mainland, Taiwan and Hong Kong writers.1 All of these bespeak Liu’s vision and
responsiveness to the changing topography of Chinese literature.
In fact, Liu’s insights into modern Chinese literature, for instance, as seen in his credit to
such under-recognized writers at the time as Eileen Chang 張愛玲, Shen Congwen and Shi Tuo
師陀 in The Drunkard published in the Hong Kong context of the early 60s, are by no means
secondary to Hsia Chih-tsing’s 夏志清 A History of Modern Chinese Fiction (1961), which was
available only in English until its Chinese translation appeared in 1979. Liu’s insightful literary
criticism in the disguise of the verbosity of an inebriate in a fictional piece, once again, marks
the unique positioning of Hong Kong in the context of modern Chinese literature, which allows
the unheard voices to be audible. Liu’s contributions to the literary scene, however, seem to
suffer the same fate as Hong Kong literature – much obliterated in the grand narrative of modern
Chinese literary history. Even in Hong Kong, the study of the complexity of Hong Kong literature,
which is best illustrated by Liu’s works and writing career, and of the significance of Hong Kong
literature to modern Chinese literature are still much under-developed.
On November 18, 2009, the first academic conference on Liu’s literature themed “Liu
Yichang and Hong Kong Modernism” was held by the Centre for Humanities Research at Lingnan
University, in collaboration with the Open University’s Creative Writing and Film Arts Degree
Programme. The conference was followed on the next day by the Open University’s conferment
of an Honorary Professorship upon the writer. Thirteen Japanese, Mainland Chinese and local
scholars were invited to reread Liu’s literary career, which began in Shanghai and reached
its zenith in Hong Kong, to illuminate the making of Hong Kong modernism in the context
of modern Chinese literature. The conference papers, which were collected in the proceedings
published by the Open University Press in July of this year, serve to give a systematic unfolding
of Liu’s succession to the mission of the New Literature and his predecessors, of his adaptation
and transformation of both Chinese and Western resources, of the aesthetic and ideological
complexity of his works, of his innovativeness and creativity, and of his trail-blazing efforts in the
local literary field, spawning many indigenous Hong Kong writers who made their names in the
1

American translator and sinologist Howard Goldblatt’s Mantan Zhongguo xin wenxue 漫談中國新文學 (On
New Chinese Literature, 1981) is also included in the series.
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1970s. The Hong Kong academia’s reviving interest in Liu and belated first step in consolidating
the related research seem to herald a long anticipated, self-conscious review of the genealogy of
Hong Kong literature from the vantage point of the post-colonial and post-handover era.

Participants at the international conference on “Liu Yichang and Hong Kong Modernism” (left), and the young
readers queuing up for Liu’s autograph after the Honorary Professorship conferment ceremony (right).

The proceedings, comprising three sections on “Succession and Development”,
“Transformation and Innovation” and “Legacy and Comparison”, suggests a way to summarize
the shape of Hong Kong literary development with Liu’s literature and writing career as examples.
In the first section, the essay by Shandong University’s Huang Wanhua 黃萬華 uses “crossing
1949” as an entry point and argues that southbound writers like Liu Yichang, Xu Xu, Ye Lingfeng
and Cao Juren 曹聚仁 transformed the “Shanghai influence” into “Hong Kong’s niche”, thus
leading to the bifurcation of Chinese modernism. As Huang points out, Hong Kong inherited the
May-Fourth legacies, which were not allowed in Mainland China and Taiwan after 1949, and the
remarks about modern Chinese literature in The Drunkard were apparently made from a Hong
Kong perspective. For instance, Eileen Chang’s and Mu Shiying’s Shanghai urban fiction much
acclaimed in The Drunkard is a constant source of illumination of Hong Kong urban literature.
Duanmu Hongliang, whose Northeast literature Liu extols, not only in The Drunkard, but also in
Liu’s monograph Duanmu Hongliang lun 端木蕻良論 (On Duanmu Hongliang, 1977), made
significant contributions to Hong Kong literature. Shidai wenxue 時代文學 (Literature of the
Age), which Duanmu founded in 19412 during his brief sojourn3 in Hong Kong, played a key role
in communicating the fields of modern Chinese literature and Hong Kong literature. As for Liu,

2

The journal was founded on June 1, 1941, and the last issue, double issue 5-6, was published on November 1,
1941. Sixty-seven modern Chinese writers, such as Mao Dun 茅盾, Lao She 老舍, Ba Jin 巴金, Ding Ling 丁
玲, Cao Yu 曹禺, Ai Qing 艾青, Xu Dishan 許地山, Dai Wangshu 戴望舒 and Xiao Hong 蕭紅, were invited
to be the journal’s “special guest writers”.

3

Duanmu sojourned in Hong Kong twice, first in January 1941 until the spring of 1942 and then from the autumn
of 1948 to August of 1949. For Duanmu’s literary activities in Hong Kong, see Liu’s “Duanmu Hongliang zai
Xianggang de wenxue huo dong” 端木蕻良在香港的文學活動 [“Duamnu Hongliang’s Literary Activities in
Hong Kong”], Duan geng ji 短綆集 (Beijing: Zhongguo youyi chuban gongsi, 1985), 112-37.
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his writing career, which spans more than seven decades since he published the first short story
in Shanghai in the late 30s, best demonstrates the transition from Shanghai modernism to Hong
Kong modernism. In his essay, Lingnan University’s Leung Ping-kwan 梁秉鈞 traces Liu’s
aesthetic making all the way back to “Mi luo” 迷樓 (“Tower of Intoxication”) and “Beijing cheng
de zuihou yi zhang” 北京城的最後一章 (“The Last Chapter of the Peking City”), two short
stories Liu published in Juxing 巨型 (Mammoth) and Shenghuo 生活 (Life) respectively in 1947
in Shanghai. Leung studies how Liu fashions in the two pieces the historical figures, Emperor
Yang of Tsui 隋煬帝 and Yuan Shikai 袁世凱, from a psychological perspective, and how he
continues the Shanghai New Sensationist School’s experiments and develops his modernist
style. Liu’s modernist pursuit is indeed advanced by his commitment to Hong Kong literature
in an urban setting that imposes on writers capitalist constraints “to entertain others”, but at
the same time provides room for a serious writer like Liu to “entertain himself” by introducing
Western modernist literature in his edited Hong Kong Times．Repulse Bay, and by continuing
his modernist experiments in his psychological and urban fiction. Liu’s modernist experiments
very often manifest in the form of a temporal and spatial intersection, and in drawing on Western
modernist strategies to write about his China and Hong Kong experiences. Ben Wong King-fai 黃
勁輝 of the Open University of Hong Kong thus likens Liu’s aesthetics to “wenhua fuxiu” 文化
復修 (cultural restoration), and investigates in his essay how Liu invents a new temporality and
aesthetics along the lines of Liu Na’ou 劉吶鷗 and Eileen Chang’s Shanghai urban writing to
respond to Hong Kong’s urban consumer culture.
The articles in the second section of the proceedings share a primary focus on how Liu
adapts and transforms Chinese and Western literary resources to establish his style of Hong Kong
modernism. The essay by Lo Kwai-cheung 羅貴祥 of the Hong Kong Baptist University can be
read as an extended discussion of Ben Wong’s interest in Hong Kong’s urban consumer culture.
Lo situates Liu’s works in the grand narrative of Hong Kong colonial capitalism, teasing out
how The Drunkard and Dui Dao 對倒 (Intersection, 1972), on the one hand, offer glimpses into
the totalizing process of capitalist modernization, which instilled a unifying temporality into the
developing colonial Hong Kong of the 60s and 70s; and, on the other hand, draw on remembrance
and temporal fragmentation to intervene the insurmountable linearity. The heterogeneity and
fluidity in Liu’s works, Lo argues, presents an ethnoscape against the background of Hong
Kong. Lo’s essay can indeed be read juxtaposed with the essay by Chan Chi-tak 陳智德 of the
Hong Kong Institute of Education, who also investigates the temporal and spatial intersection
and the displaced experience in Liu’s works. While Lo examines from a macro-perspective the
subversiveness of Liu’s modernist temporality to the grand narrative of colonial capitalism, Chan
reflects from the position of Hong Kong on the struggle of Hong Kong’s “bentu yishi” 本土意識
(indigenity) suggested by the tête-bêche form and content of Liu’s “Guoqu de rizi” 過去的日子
(“The Days Bygone,” 1963), “Dao yu bandao” 島與半島 (The Island and the Peninsula, 1993)
and Intersection from the perspective of a displaced southbound man of letters.
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Liu’s Intersection was inspired by a pair of tête-bêche stamps, one upside-down and the other right-side up,
which Liu collected.

The temporal heterogeneity in Liu’s works, which is central to Lo’s discussion and also
concerns Chan, is interpreted as Liu’s new historicism in the essay by Lin Shaoyang 林少陽 of
the City University of Hong Kong. Referring to the debate over “de sanzhongren” 第三種人 (the
third category of man), Lin discusses the influence of the Shanghai New Sensationist School on
Liu, and argues that Liu’s multiple historical narratives, on the one hand, deviate from the Leftist
representationalism and historical materialism prevalent in the Chinese literary scene of the 30s
and 40s; on the other hand, are heavily loaded with social consciousness and ethical values, thus
qualifying him as an alternative leftist or realist writer. Liu’s literary approach to reality is also
the subject of inquiry of Lingnan University’s Amanda Hsu 許旭筠. Grounding her arguments
on the ambivalence of “Hong Kong Literature” as a modern concept, but at the same time one
that is inseparable from Hong Kong reality, Hsu first studies Liu’s literary criticism of Duanmu
Hongliang, which reveals Liu’s prioritization of “yishu jingyu” 藝術境域 (the realm of aesthetics)
over “shishi jingyu” 事實境域 (the realm of reality). She then traces the writer’s trajectory first
by analyzing how Liu transforms the strategies of different streams of modern Chinese literature,
classical Chinese literature and Western modernism to make possible his “drunkard’s aesthetics”,
which were accomplished in The Drunkard of the 60s and developed from his earlier experiments.
The latter included the Shanghai-New-Sensationist-style revolutionary romance “Lu yi sha” 露薏
莎 (“Louisa,” 1945) and “Zhuo yue” 捉月 (“Catching the Moon,” 1959), which retells Tang poet
Li Bai’s 李白 disillusioned life. Hsu’s paper further analyzes the ideological ambiguity of Liu’s
Hong Kong writing, positioning Liu, who reached his aesthetic maturity in Hong Kong during
the Cold War, beyond the Left and the Right. In summation, below the writer’s realist concerns
lie his aesthetic and modernist pursuit. Lingnan University’s Mary Wong further complicates
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the investigation into Liu’s realist modernism by studying his psychological fiction set in Hong
Kong. Wong queries the generalization of Liu’s narrative experiments merely as “stream-ofconsciousness”, and describes how he also learns from Western psychoanalysis and French
nouveau roman (New Novel) to develop his own narratology, which leads the surface realist
writing to the depths of psychological exploration, creates the interplay and dynamics between
the tactile and psychological writing, or manifests in the one-dimensional material writing the
psychological revelation and complexity.
Liu’s innovativeness has a profound influence on many Hong Kong writers, especially the
first generation of post-WWII indigenous writers active in the 1970s. In the last section of the
proceedings, Japanese scholars Ikegami Sadako of Atomi University and Nishino Yukiko of
Ibaraki University both compare the fiction of Liu and his follower, Ye Si’s 也斯, highlighting
Liu’s contributions to the emergence of indigenity in Hong Kong literature. Ikegami compares
Liu’s lyrical and visual use of language with Ye Si’s pictorial poetics and contemplation on the
external and the social, showing how the latter develops his “ruoxing kangheng meixue” 柔性
抗衡美學 (gentle aesthetics of opposition) to position Hong Kong’s cultural identity. Nishino
studies Liu’s interpretation of the 60s and 70s in his works of the time and its impact on the new
generation, contrasting the symmetrical structure of, and the sense of human estrangement and
urban solitude in, Liu’s Intersection with Ye Si’s complication of binary oppositions in his first
edition of “Dao he dalu” 島和大陸 (“Islands and Continents,” 1987), and with his consciousness
of subjectivity in the revised version of the 90s. Both Japanese scholars see the 70s as the
turning point, and try to map a stream of Hong Kong literature by tracing the kinship of the two
generations. Also adopting a comparative approach, Wong Juenkon of the Chinese University of
Hong Kong juxtaposes Liu’s “Zhanglang” 蟑螂 (“The Cockroach,” 1966) and Gao Xingjian’s
“Shun jian” 瞬間 (“A Moment,” 1991) both of which write about the cockroach. Wong reads
into the texts the two authors’ exilic experience, namely the Hong Kong southbound generation’s
disillusionment of returning to China with the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution, and the
suffering of the diasporic Chinese. Supplementary to the aforementioned are Tam Kwok-kan
of the Open University’s reading of Liu’s Intersection, drawing on Walter Benjamin’s concept
of flâneur; and Lingnan University’s Xu Zidong’s witty speech in a dialogue with the imaginary
“today’s drunkard”, which responds to the literary views, conscience and masculine melancholy
of Liu’s drunkard of the 60s, and ridicules the problems facing Hong Kong literature today.
This first academic conference on Liu Yichang has successfully drawn the attention of the
local cultural scene to Liu’s works and their significance to Hong Kong literature. For instance, in
the 47th issue (December 2009) of Chengshi wenyi 城巿文藝 (Hong Kong Literature Monthly),
Mei Zi 梅子, the editor, showed his recognition of the event; and the 8th issue (June 2010)
of Wenxue pinglun 文學評論 (Hong Kong Literature Study) edited by Lam Man-suk 林曼叔
devoted a section to Liu’s literature drawn from the conference. The Hong Kong Book Fair 2010
featured Liu as Writer of the Year, mounting an exhibition of Liu’s collectable, manuscripts and
publications, and organizing a series of seminars on Liu’s activities in Singapore, his contributions
to the newspaper industry and the film adaptation of his fiction. Together with the writer were his
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old acquaintance in Singapore, Xie Ke 謝克; local scholars Xiao Si (Lu Weiluan) 小思 (盧瑋
鑾) and Ye Si; newspaper veteran Yip Fai 葉輝, publisher Wong Tung-to 黃東濤, and director
Freddie Wong Kwok-siu 黃國兆, who has recently adapted The Drunkard which will soon be
available on the silver screen.

The making-of of The Drunkard adapted and directed by Freddie Wong.

These are just a start, however. Liu’s contributions to Hong Kong and modern Chinese
literatures – steering the development of modern Chinese literature from Shanghai to Hong Kong;
wandering between the high and low cultures, the Chinese and the Western, the modern and the
classic, and the Right and the Left to experiment his Hong Kong writing during the Cold War;
sojourning in Singapore and Malaysia in the 50s in attempt to find a way out for his literary career
in a larger sinophone circle, but eventually returning to Hong Kong to culitvate the literary field
for the indigenous generation; and writing incessantly even to the present – honestly deserve
advanced study and wider recognition.
In spite of the fact that Lingnan University’s Centre for Humanities Research has compiled
a more complete and up-to-date list of Liu’s publications and their foreign translations, Liu’s
innumerable works of fiction that have been serialized in a variety of Hong Kong newspapers and
magazines still need further research. The international academia’s current understanding of the
writer and his works is largely restricted to the English translation of Liu’s short stories that have
appeared only since the 1980s. The very fact that only a few of his works of fiction, excluding his
representative The Drunkard, have been translated prevents the international readers from having
full access to Liu’s world of literature and, needless to say, to the complexity of Hong Kong
literature his works unfold, and its significance to modern Chinese literature.
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The under-translation of Liu’s works, or Hong Kong literature at large, compared to the mass
translation of Mainland Chinese literature, reveals the marginalization of Hong Kong literature
in the studies of modern Chinese literature in the international academia. The translation of Hong
Kong literature into a foreign language, in other words, reflects how a foreign culture defines and
redefines “Chinese literature” in a modern context. Japanese interest in Liu’s works serves as a
case in point. The earliest translation of Liu’s work is the Japanese rendition of Intersection that
appears in Xiandai Zhongguo duanpian xiaoshuo xuan 現代中國短篇小說選 (The Selected
Modern Chinese Short Stories) translated and edited by Motohashi Shunkō 本橋春光 in 1975.
Juxtaposed with the Hong Kong writer’s work are the short stories by Lu Xun, Shi Tuo and
Yao Xueyin from the pre-1949 China, and the post-1949 works by Taiwanese writers Hwang
Chun-ming 黃春明, Wang Wen-hsin 王文興 and Chi Teng-sheng 七等生. The anthology thus
presented a transitional topography of modern Chinese literature encompassing the modern and
contemporary literatures of Mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong, which was legitimized
neither in Mainland China nor in Taiwan in the 1970s, but was possible only in Hong Kong
and overseas. Among the selected short stories, Yao Xueyin’s “Cha banche maijie” 差半車麥
稭 (“Half a Cartload of Straw Short,” 1938) and Shi Tuo’s “Qidai” 期待 (“Waiting,” 1946)
are highly recommended by Liu Yichang as seen in The Drunkard. Since Hong Kong was the
only gateway to modern Chinese literature during the Cold War, it would not be surprising if
Motohashi made his selection based on Liu’s views. From the prevalence of Lu Xun studies
pursued by precedent sinologists like Takeuchi Yoshimi 竹內好 in the post-WWII Japan to
today’s Japanese sinologists’ increasing interest in Hong Kong literature, we can not only see the
twists and turns in the development of Japanese sinology, but also can review from the standpoint
of a foreign culture the development and positioning of Hong Kong literature in the context of
modern Chinese literature. Translating Hong Kong literature can perhaps offer the international
scholars an alternative reading of modern Chinese literature, and allow them to reflect on their
own cultures that interact with the constantly changing modern Chinese literary field.※

Liu’s “Wrong Number”, a short story inspired by a piece of local news on a traffic accident happened in the area
he lived, has been translated into English, Japanese, French and Dutch.
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Liu’s serialized fiction published in a variety of newspapers and magazines still need further research, and
many significant works of Liu Yichang, including The Drunkard, have not been translated into English.
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